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The dissertation thesis deals with real-time camera pose estimation, mostly based on newly designed 

markers. Its author worked as a member of a team developing a new concept of Marker Fields – 

innovating considerably over existing markers used in augmented reality and other fields. His role was 

research, design, development, implementation, and deployment of fast and reliable detection and 

camera pose estimation algorithms.  

István Szentandrási is very skilled in various IT fields and he developed and utilized various skills during 

his PhD studies. These include development of geometric algorithms, efficient implementation for 

contemporary CPUs, porting the algorithms to desktop GPUs, but also development for multiple 

mobile platforms, including efficient and native implementation, etc. He was also working on various 

applications of the algorithms, dealing with user interfaces, user experience, networking, user testing, 

etc. 

For the whole time of the PhD studies, István was very active in publishing in quality forums. A very 

recent and valuable is an article in the IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications journal. I greatly value 

also multiple papers in the ISMAR conference, which is fairly exclusive, and one important article in 

the CVPR conference – likely the top conference in the field of computer vision.  

I appreciate István as a very skilled researcher and programmer. He is also a loyal and reliable team 

member – his participation in team work on multiple topics was always greatly appreciated and 

valuable. Besides working on the core research topics, István was always keen to participate in 

innovative work related to his research and development interests, such as in multiple Image Cup 

competitions. 

István Szentandrási made an impressive amount of work during his PhD studies. He contributed to 

multiple team projects and always played reliably his well-defined role. His works on camera pose 

estimation and the innovations of the markers design and their applications have been cited multiple 

times already. Researchers from various institutions all around the world keep requesting from time 

to time the source codes and assistance with their usage. It is a tangible proof of István’s contribution 

to the state of the art. I confidently recommend the PhD thesis to be accepted. 

 

 

 

In Brno, April 8th 2016      prof. Ing. Adam Herout, Ph.D. 


